ROBIN WINOGROND | DESIGN MATTERS GRAND LECTURE | MAY 30 at 5PM
Join us for this year’s final Design Matters Lecture! Robin Winogrond will share recent projects in Switzerland and Germany that focus on sussing out the poetic potential of the banality of our contemporary urban landscape. The projects become testing grounds to re-enchant each specific site with the power of its own inherent qualities.

Register →
Add to Calendar

SMART DENSITY IN URBAN AREAS | BAUKULTUR KEYNOTE SERIES | MAY 11 at 11AM
Join the PLAN 616 Urban Design Studio for exciting keynote sessions from experts in the field of new and emerging urban development processes. Fabian Neuhaus, Hal Eagletail and Sven Kohlschmidt are co-teaching the studio.

Topic 1: Smart Density in Urban Areas
Naama Blonder and Misha Bereznyak from Smart Density
Towards Equity in Architecture | Teaching & Learning Workshop | May 10 | 4:30-6:30PM
You are invited to a pan-Canadian series of events, including three Spring workshops and one Fall forum to assess, bridge, converse and deliver on equity in architecture. Topics include: how do we dismantle/construct a syllabus? How do we decolonize a syllabus? How can a syllabus be and create radical work? Featuring Erica Allen-Kim, Paniz Moayeri, Benda Mabel Reid, Curry J. Hackett.
Register →

SMART DENSITY IN URBAN AREAS | BAUKULTUR KEYNOTE SERIES | MAY 13 at 9:15AM
Topic 2: Human Scale Masterplanning
Martin Nelson, Gehl Architects
Copenhagen

Zoom Details:
Meeting ID: 957 1701 3710
ucalgary.zoom.us/j/95717013710?pwd=YnJEVTRvRkswMXdVT0o2dm9ER1pzZz09
PW: LT22s
RISE FOR ARCHITECTURE

"Canadians want public spaces that are welcoming for everyone." Join the public conversation stemming from the CAFÉ events in 2019-2020. Fill out survey and read the article in Canadian Architect.

Learn More →

JOBS

ARCHITECTURE DRAWINGS ORGANIZATION PROJECT | FAIRMONT PALLISER | MAY or JUNE

Any architectural history enthusiasts in need of a short-term paid position? The Fairmont Palliser is looking for someone to sort and organize a considerable number of architectural plans and drawings stored in the hotel's basement. They will pay an hourly wage and the job should take about one week. If interested, please email Uwe Walter, Director of Operations at uwe.walter@fairmont.com.

STUDENT INTERN | FWBA ARCHITECTS | CALGARY | MAY-AUGUST

FWBA Architects is hiring a Student Intern for the summer (potential for longer term employment) to assist with all aspects of architectural work. FWBA's culture is innovative and collaborative, and they value people who have the desire to contribute to the communities they live in through involvement in and the creation of great places. To apply, email resume, portfolio and letter of interest to cheryl.dick@fwbarch.com.

Visit Website →

CACB NATIONAL CONFERENCE | OTTAWA | APPLY BY MAY 31

Call for Participants! The CACB Conference will take place in Ottawa on October 28-29. The CCUSA will send 1 SAPL student and 3 SAPL faculty delegates to the conference. Conference theme is Architecture Continuum: Collaborate, Educate, Integrate. The Conference Committee invites stakeholders to join the discussion by submitting issue papers related to architectural education and internship.

Learn More →
JUNIOR ARCHITECT | REVERY ARCHITECTURE | VANCOUVER

Who wants to work at Revery? They are hiring a Junior Architect position to produce quality renderings and representations, support various design components and project activities and assist with construction administration of projects. Ideal candidate will have two years of post-graduate experience, outstanding communication and presentation skills, along with Revit, Rhino and Adobe Creative Suite proficiency. Email a cover letter, resume and portfolio to jlam@reveryarchitecture.com

Learn More→

STUDENT ARCHITECT | FRANK HILBICH ARCHITECT INC. | MAY-AUGUST

In Edmonton for the summer? Frank Hilbich Architect is hiring a Student Architect to assist with model and render preparation, concept drawings and construction drawings for project work. You will assist with site measurements, product research, contacting product reps, ordering samples, client presentations and interacting with engineering consultants. To apply, email frank@fhai.ca.

Visit Website→

ARCHITECTURAL STUDENT/GRADUATE | VOSH ARCHITECTURE + DESIGN | CONTRACT NEGOTIABLE

In the Edmonton area for the summer? Voshell Architecture and Design (VOSH) is hiring an Architectural Intern/Graduate. The position is responsible for assisting with drawing preparation and supporting project documents from planning design through construction and post-construction. The terms of the position are negotiable - permanent, contract or just for the summer. To apply, email Deanna Voshell.

Learn More→
DESIGN + DEVELOPMENT INTERN | HEAVY
Heavy is hiring an individual with exceptional communication skills and a passion for art and architecture. You will connect with architects, artists and developers across North America to facilitate the development and execution of their bold visions. You will be part of a team that is pioneering a new industry at the intersection of art and architecture. To apply, email heavycareers@heavyexperience.com. Learn More →

JUNIOR DESIGNER | PERKINS & WILL
Soon to be MArch graduates! Perkins & Will is hiring a Junior Designer to help with preparing CAD drawings and specs in Revit and Rhino, and construct 3D models for internal and client presentations. For complete details, see the job description. Junior Designer →

ARCHITECTURE POSITIONS (2) | SYSTEMIC ARCHITECTURE INC.
Calling MArch graduates! Systemic Architecture Inc is hiring two positions. See details below. If you're fluent in Revit, Enscape, AutoCAD, SketchUp and the Adobe Suite, this might be the right fit for you. Project types include multi-family residential, hospitality, commercial and industrial. Send applications to yourcareer@systemic-ai.com. Designer → Intern Architect →